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Supplemental Investigation Questionnaire – Electrician 

LICENSE AUTHORIZATION:  

Master Electrician: An individual authorized to perform electrical work in or on any building, 

premises or lot in the city of New York.  

Special Electrician: An individual authorized to perform electrical work as an employee of an 

individual, a partnership or a corporation owning, leasing or managing a building or part thereof 

or specific buildings, owned, leased or managed by such individual, corporation or partnership.  

QUALIFICATIONS 

 
As of today, I have the following qualifications: (Please check all that apply) 
 

 I am at least twenty-one (21) years old; 
 

 I am able to read and write the English language; 
 

 I am of good moral character. 
 

 I have at least seven and a half (7.5) years of full- time experience or the equivalent (as 
indicated below) within the ten (10) years prior to application of satisfactory experience 
in the installation, alteration and repair of wiring and appliances for electric light, heat 
and power in or on buildings or comparable facilities. My experience was obtained 
under: 
 
 The direct supervision of a NYC licensed Master Electrician or Special Electrician, or 

for applicants with experience outside NYC, the direct supervision of an individual 
with comparable qualifications, 
 
AND 

 

 While employed by a Master Electrician business as defined by the Electrical Code, 
or an individual, partnership or corporation owning, leasing or managing a building, 
buildings or parts and employing a Special Electrician to perform electrical work in/on 
specific buildings, lots or parts owned, leased or managed by such individual, 
corporation or partnership, or an individual, a partnership or a corporation deemed 
acceptable by the Buildings Commissioner.  
 
Note: No more than 25 percent of such satisfactory experience shall be credited for 
work outside the United States unless the Buildings Commissioner determines that 
the licensing system and electrical code of the foreign jurisdiction is essentially 
similar to the licensing systems and electrical codes in the United States. 

 
As of today, I meet the following basis for qualification: (Please check the one (1) box that 
applies to you) 
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 I am a journeyman electrician who has at least seven and a half (7.5) years of 
experience working with tools on the installation, alteration and repair of wiring and 
appliances for light, heat and power in/on buildings or comparable facilities; 

 
 I have a master of science (M.S.) in electrical engineering and at least two and a half 

(2.5) years of experience working with tools on the installation, alteration and repair of 
wiring and appliances for electric light, heat and power in/on buildings or comparable 
facilities; 

 
 I have a  bachelor of science (B.S.) in electrical engineering and at least three and a half 

(3.5) years of experience working with tools on the installation, alteration and repair of 
wiring and appliances for electric light, heat and power in/on buildings or comparable 
facilities; 

 
 I am a graduate of a vocational, industrial, trade school, or apprenticeship program 

registered with the New York State Department of Labor, specializing in electrical wiring, 
installation and design or applied electricity, and at least five and a half (5.5) years of 
experience working with tools on the installation, alteration and repair of wiring and 
appliances for electric light, heat and power in or on buildings or comparable facilities; 

 
 I completed college or university courses towards a degree in electrical or mechanical 

engineering, and my educational experience* combined with my practical experience 
working with tools on the installation, alteration and repair of wiring and appliances for 
light, heat and power in/on buildings or comparable facilities, equals seven and a half 
(7.5) years of qualifying experience. 

 
* Such applicants can be credited with 50 percent of the curricula years he or she satisfactorily 
completed in the degree program towards the seven and a half (7.5) years of required experience. 
Applicants must have passed all subjects in the required courses. The number of years credited shall 
not exceed two and a half (2.5) years of the satisfactory experience 

  
 I completed courses at a vocational, industrial or trade school specializing in electrical 

wiring, installation and design or applied electricity and this experience** combined with 
my practical experience working with tools on the installation, alteration and repair of 
wiring and appliances for light, heat and power in or on buildings or comparable facilities, 
equals seven and a half (7.5) years of qualifying experience  

 
**Such applicants can be credited with 50 percent of the curricula years he or she satisfactorily 
completed at the vocational, industrial or trade school towards the seven and a half (7.5) years of 
required experience. The number of years credited shall not exceed two (2) years. 

 
 I was an employee of a government agency, private inspection agency or other entity, 

whose duties primarily involved the inspection of electrical work for compliance with the 
electrical code and the electrical code technical standards and/or other laws relating to 
the installation, alteration or repair of electrical wiring or appliances and this 
experience*** combined with my practical experience working with tools on the 
installation, alteration and repair of wiring and appliances for light, heat and power in/on 
buildings or comparable facilities, equals seven and a half (7.5) years of experience. 

 
*** Such applicants can be credited with 50 percent of the years he or she was satisfactorily 
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employed in the above work towards the seven and a half (7.5) years of required experience as long 
as the inspection experience was obtained within ten (10) years prior to application. The number of 
years credited shall not exceed two and a half (2.5) years. There is no requirement that the practical 
experience be gained within the ten (10) years prior to application.  

 

      For a complete description of the requirements for a Master or Special Electrician 

License, please refer to Section 27-3010(a) of the New York City Administrative Code.  

 

I, _____________________________, declare and acknowledge that the New York City 

Department of Buildings permitted me to take this examination prior to their review of my fitness 

and qualifications for licensure. I fully understand that it is my responsibility to ensure that I have 

met the qualifications and specific requirements applicable to the particular license for which I 

am applying.  I understand that by checking the boxes above I am agreeing to submit 

satisfactory proof establishing that I have met the applicable license requirements.  

 

Name (print) 

Notarization  

State of New York, County of: 

Notary Seal  

Signature  

Sworn to or affirmed under penalty of perjury             

                 Day of                                      20 

Date Notary Signature 
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